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IntroductionIntroduction

Climate change raises fundamental Climate change raises fundamental 
energy policy questions energy policy questions ……

Dual policyDual policy--law tasks in addressing:law tasks in addressing:
Carbon intensityCarbon intensity
The energy gap, energy securityThe energy gap, energy security



Role of Law?Role of Law?

New Regulatory EraNew Regulatory Era
Alternative forms of control, economic Alternative forms of control, economic 
mechanismsmechanisms
Significance of EUETS, precursor to further rolling Significance of EUETS, precursor to further rolling 
out of capout of cap--andand--tradetrade

Trends in UK LawTrends in UK Law--making towards imposing making towards imposing 
duties upon the state?duties upon the state?

Previous experience as (EU) Member StatePrevious experience as (EU) Member State
Significance of domestic dutySignificance of domestic duty--based approaches, based approaches, 
rationale(s)rationale(s)



ObjectivesObjectives

Flagging up duties under the 2007Flagging up duties under the 2007--08 08 
Climate Change BillClimate Change Bill

Drawing out some legal comparisonsDrawing out some legal comparisons

Reflecting on further implicationsReflecting on further implications



Nature of Legislative ApproachesNature of Legislative Approaches
‘‘ParadigmParadigm’’ (no(no--duties) illustration under Civil duties) illustration under Civil 
Contingencies Act 2004Contingencies Act 2004

-- Modern instance of risk regulationModern instance of risk regulation
-- Mixing powers/duties, rationale(s)Mixing powers/duties, rationale(s)

‘‘.. efforts are agreed by ministers who are accountable for them .. efforts are agreed by ministers who are accountable for them 
to Parliament and are therefore not appropriate for the face of to Parliament and are therefore not appropriate for the face of a a 
legal instrument. This is standard practicelegal instrument. This is standard practice’’

(cf) Explicit duty(cf) Explicit duty--approach to fuel poverty under Warm approach to fuel poverty under Warm 
Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000

-- Judicial review proceedings pendingJudicial review proceedings pending
-- Zero vulnerable households target (2010), progress Zero vulnerable households target (2010), progress 
reports, nature of revised strategies, test of reports, nature of revised strategies, test of ‘‘reasonable reasonable 
practicabilitypracticability’’, other limits, other limits



Climate Bill FundamentalsClimate Bill Fundamentals
Objectives?Objectives?

-- mandating processes & policy ends, mandating processes & policy ends, 
-- framework of emissions reduction targets framework of emissions reduction targets 
-- periodic carbon budgets (to 2050) periodic carbon budgets (to 2050) 
-- reporting, risk assessments, threats/responses, reporting, risk assessments, threats/responses, 

adaptation policies, budget statements/progress adaptation policies, budget statements/progress 
-- (limited institutional reform; limited policy content)(limited institutional reform; limited policy content)

Enforcement?Enforcement?
-- no sanctioning scheme; ordinary judicial review no sanctioning scheme; ordinary judicial review 

principlesprinciples

Difficulties under ordinary review principlesDifficulties under ordinary review principles
-- secondsecond--guessing decisionguessing decision--making (governance, making (governance, 

legitimacy)legitimacy)
-- technical competence (vast complexity, polycentricity)technical competence (vast complexity, polycentricity)
-- variables (uncertainties, resource/policy choices, variables (uncertainties, resource/policy choices, 

timeframes)timeframes)



Likely Consequences of Choice of Legislative Likely Consequences of Choice of Legislative 
MechanismMechanism

Justifications produced by BillJustifications produced by Bill’’s sponsorss sponsors
(rule of law) (rule of law) ‘‘.. constitutional significance which will .. constitutional significance which will 
permeate down to every level of decision makingpermeate down to every level of decision making’’
‘‘.. possibility of the court making a more stringent .. possibility of the court making a more stringent 
order, such as (credit purchase)order, such as (credit purchase)’’
‘‘.. a fairly new type of duty .. The courts may indeed .. a fairly new type of duty .. The courts may indeed 
mandate particular action although we could not mandate particular action although we could not 
predict thatpredict that’’
In light of (and despite) such claims, as of now In light of (and despite) such claims, as of now 
accountability to Parliament appears to be the most accountability to Parliament appears to be the most 
realistic sanctionrealistic sanction



ConclusionsConclusions
Responding to climate and wider energyResponding to climate and wider energy--related threats, legal related threats, legal 
mechanisms are being applied towards mechanisms are being applied towards …… low carbon solutions, low carbon solutions, 
energy efficiencyenergy efficiency

(Cap(Cap--andand--trade appears to be the preferred trade appears to be the preferred ‘‘least worstleast worst’’ idea)idea)

We are now seeing legislative adoption of fixed objectives We are now seeing legislative adoption of fixed objectives 
through mandating targets and decision making, alongside through mandating targets and decision making, alongside 
formal procedures to assure transparencyformal procedures to assure transparency

For the UK this may be seen as a natural evolution from an For the UK this may be seen as a natural evolution from an 
administrative culture increasingly concerned with targets and administrative culture increasingly concerned with targets and 
benchmarking benchmarking 

…… as a matter of law, a significant consequence is that as a matter of law, a significant consequence is that 
international commitments (Kyoto) are finding expression within international commitments (Kyoto) are finding expression within 
UK domestic lawUK domestic law

…… as a matter of practical governance, the project of UK central as a matter of practical governance, the project of UK central 
government appears to be to coax alterations in the political government appears to be to coax alterations in the political 
zeitgeist with a view to securing the kinds of change that have zeitgeist with a view to securing the kinds of change that have to to 
date been largely beyond our reachdate been largely beyond our reach
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